The Intent of Evil

By Anna Von Reitz

Look around. Think. Everyone.

When we started our work, the Evil in High Places was very well advanced.

Only a very small handful of nations on Earth were still operating as sovereign unincorporated governments --- the Holy See, North Korea, Iraq, Iran, Libya, a handful of Pacific Island Kingdoms --- and The United States of America [Unincorporated]--- but nobody counted us, because we'd been asleep so long.

You think it's a mistake that the "US" has been constantly involved in efforts to pick fights with and undermine these exact same governments?

Iraq was attacked under false pretenses.

Then Libya fell and their leader was murdered by American Troops who were unknowingly being used as cheap mercenaries to do the dirty work of the Cabal.

And what have we had ever since? Still more threats against North Korea and who else? Oh, Iran.... and what other sovereign government has been taking it in the shorts lately? The Holy See.

You still think that is all just "coincidence"?

It's not. It's pre-meditated and criminal.

And it's not coming from "America"---it's coming from the "United States"--- the British-backed Territorial United States.

What was the purpose of all this? The establishment of the "New World Order" --- a world without land or soil rights at all, a world governed by and for corporations instead of people, a vast, totalitarian oligarchy controlled by bankers dictating everything behind the scenes.

This "new" world would be run entirely in the international jurisdiction of the sea.

The old Land Law and private property rights would be permanently obliterated, the Constitutions of all countries rendered moot.

This is an assault against national sovereignty worldwide--against every country and every people.

Keep your attention focused on which one of the remaining sovereign land jurisdiction governments is being attacked this week--- North Korea? Iran? The Holy See? The United States of America [Unincorporated]? Some little Pacific Island? --- and judge for yourselves the importance to asserting your own birthright political status and occupying your own land jurisdiction
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